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To analyse tlle measured He, Ne, and Ar concentrations in grain-size fractions 
of mineral separates from soil 15421 (1) we use the customary concept of 
trappd and volume correlated (spallogenic and radiogenic) gas camponents. 
In an "ordinate intercept plot" (see Fig. 1 and 2) two pints are of interest: 
the ordinate intercept, which gives the isotopic ratio of the trapped cam- 
pnent and the pint of the pure volume correlated cchnponent. For olivine- 
pyroxene separates this approach leads to reasonable results, while the feld- 
spar data obviously calls for a more refined consideration. The spallqenic 
21-Ne concentrations deduced for olivine-pyroxene and feldspar go together 
(Fig. 1) with production rates according to target chemistry (2). A stxaight 
line fit of the feldspar pints, hmever, gives an intercept around 80 which 
is much too high for the trapped 22-Ne/21-Ne ratio, usually around 30 as for 
the olivine-pyroxene. For feldspar a linear extrapolation would yield a 
spallqenic 3-He amount which is about two orders of magnitude too small in 
comparison with the olivine-pyroxene value whereas the trapped 4-He/3-He ratio 
lies in the expected range of 2300 to 2800. To account for these discrepan- 
cies we suggest diffusive loss of volume correlated gas. Calculations of the 
fraction lost F(r) are based on an appropriate solution of Fick's equation in 
the case of homogeneous spheres with constant D't (D:diffusion coefficient, 
t:time). Then it is possible to determine the grain size dependent losses 
F (r) if we ass= a loss F (r ) for a reference grain size. The further prcce- 

0 dure is outlined in the following sche: 
Calculation of volume correlated (vc) noble gases: 

(1) ~ ~ ~ ( r )  = B;~ [I - ~(r)] ~ ~ ~ ( r )  - actual concentration of B. 
B;c 

- initial concentration of B. 
F (r) - fraction of gas lost. 

Calculation of surface correlated (sc) noble gases: 

(2) Bsc(r) = Bsc(ro) ' f(r) / f (ro) 

6 Bsc(r) - actual concentration of B in grains 
of size r. 

B (r ) - concentration of B in reference 
SC 0 grain-size fraction (ro= 50pm) . 

We ass- that the surface correlated gases are hcrrqenously dis- 
tributed in the outer shell, thickness a = 10pm, of the spheres (1). 

( 3 )  f(r) = 1 -  [(r-a) /r] r - radius, a - shell thickness. 
Calculation of total concentrations of tw~ isotopes A and B: 

( 4 )  A ( r )  = BVc (r) ' (A/B) Vc + Bsc (r) ' (A/B) sc (A/B) Vc - isotope ratio of vc gas. 
(5) B(r) = Bvc(r) + Bsc(r) ( A / B ) ~ ~  - isotope ratio of sc gas. 

The results of the model calculations are plotted in Figs.1 and 2. The rather 
simple concept of one diffusion coefficient D and a constant product D-t is in 
contrast to our earlier conclusion from linear heating experiments (3). Never- 
theless, for He and Ne the model curves fit measured pints quite well with an 
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Fig 1: Isotope intercept plot 22-Ne/21-Ne ver- 

sus 1/21-Ne. Solid symbols: Feldspar. Open sym- 

bols: Olivine-pyroxene. Mcdel calculations for 

feldspar data (heavy lines) are based on a 0, 10, 

30, 50 and 70 % diffusional loss of volume cor- 

related gases for the reference grain-size frac- 

tion (dimter d = 100pm). Other parmters 

used: 21-Nest (ro) = 1.5E-7ccSrP/g [frcm 20-Ne 

(ro) /38q ; 21-NeCc = 2.8E-7ccSW/g [inferr~d 

£ran rrreasured data] ; (22-Ne/21-Ne) sc = 31 

[assrmed] ; (22-Ne/2lNe) vc = 1.3 [taken £ram ( 1)l. 

Light lines connect pints with constant grain 

diameter d as a pararreter, if only the concen- 

tration of v o l ~  correlated gas varies. Dashed 

line is obtained assuming diffusive loss frm 

surface layer of grains (see text) . Note that for 
zero loss a straight line results, indicative of 

an "undisturbed" system. It is also noteworthy 

that a masured data pint representing a range 

of grain sizes is bracketed by the pints cal- 

culated for maximum and minirmnn grain sizes of 

that fraction. 

Fig 2: Isotope intercept plot 4-He/3-He ver- 

sus 1/3-He. Symbols as in Fig. 1. Parameters 

used: 3~esc (ro) = 5.E-7ccSTP/g [fron: 4-He (ro) / 

23501 ; 3-Hetc = 3.35E-6ccSrP/g [deduced £ran 

21-Ne;c and prduction rates of spallogenic He 

N e ,  cf. (2), 8 (1 ) ] ; (4-He/3-Hc) sc = 2350 

[inferred £ran rreasured data] ; (4-He/3-He) vc = 

500 rradiogenic He calculated with U and Th 

I concentrations of .02 and .07 ppn, respec- 
I I I 
5 1 0  15 20 X I 0  

tively, and an age of 4 b.y.1. 
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assumed loss of >99 % and 30 %, respectively, for the reference grain size. 
One notes that the fine grain-size fractions have lost all their volume cor- 
related He, so that their 4-He/3-He ratios closely represent the isotopic com- 
position of surface correlated gas. For Ne the linear extrapolation of mea- 
sured data points to the volume correlated 21-Ne concentration is reasonable 
since the appropriate model curve can be approximated in this range by a 
straight line. When surface correlated gases are dcsninant the conventional 
linear extrapolation of isotopic ratios (e.g. 20-Ne/22-Ne and 36.-Ar/38-Ar) of 
surface correlated gases is only little influenced by diffusive loss of 
spallgenic gases. As a further refinement of our model we consider a con- 
stant loss E of volume correlated gases £ram a shell representative for the 
sites of surface correlated gases (1). Not1 Eq. 1 is replaced by 

(6) Bvc (r) = B* [ l-~.f (r] 
VC The resulting curves are, for purely mathematical reasons, straight lines. 

Then for Ne in feldspar we obtain, with E = 0.7, an even better agreement be- 
tween measured and calculated data points. A depletion of volme correlated 
gases in the shell (i.e. the outer layer of grains) is realistic if one con- 
siders the processes of influx and loss of solar particles leading to an 
equilibrated state of the surface gas concentrations. 

The postulated loss of volume correlated gases must have occurred predchni- 
nantly while the grains were on the very surface of the regolith. Naturally, 
surface correlated gases then diffuse out, too, but are continuously reple- 
nished. Hence, significant diffusive loss after the last exposure to solar 
irradiation,which also would have erased the element ratio signature (4), is 
unlikely. 

In sunrmary it should be emphasized that data analysis by means of an isotope 
intercept plot with conventional straight line extrapolation may lead to 
erroneous results for isotopic ratios of trapped cchnponents and for concentra-, 
tions of spallogenic and radiogenic gases. Thus, deduced exposure ages for 
galactic cosmic irradiation may c m  out too lm. This effect should be esp- 
cially pronounced when the v o l m  correlated ccanponent is dcsninant and/or when 
the degree of retentivity - which is mineral characteristic - is small. The 
striking difference of the data interpretation for feldspar and olivine- 
pyroxene clearly illustrates this point. 
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